Smartphones have been equipped with the cameras that can shoot HD videos, and the video chat apps such as Skype are becoming popular. We can, therefore, intuitively predict the trend that users are expecting to enjoy HD video chats via utilizing their smartphones. Most of the current Internet services, however, cannot support the live HD video transmissions because of their low uplink rate. In order to overcome this limit, we propose to offload the uplink transmissions to cooperative users via cognitive radio networks. Specifically, we first divide the video stream into several substreams according to the H.264/SVC standard and the cooperative users' uplink rates. Then, the cooperative users are selected by employing our proposed optimal multiple stopping method. Finally, the substreams are assigned to the selected cooperative users by a 0-1 Knapsack-based allocation algorithm. The simulation results demonstrate that our proposed scheme can successfully support 720P HD video chats.
Introduction
High-definition cameras are currently available on popular smartphones. These cameras have been physically ready to support HD video shootings (such as 720P and 1,080P). According to [1] , 720P and 1,080P videos require the transmission speeds of 6 and 12 Mbps, respectively. However, most of the popular Internet services are mainly optimized for downlink transmission. The uplink transmission rate supported by most popular Internet access networks is only 2 Mbps, and the typical upload speed on 3G/4G approximately ranges from 0.45 to 1.93 Mbps [2] . As a result, a single user's Internet upload speed is generally not enough to support live HD video transmission. Therefore, an open problem is how could users enjoy the HD video chats without upgrading their Internet services, which may be too expensive and/or not necessary for other applications.
In order to enable the smartphone-based HD video chat, we propose to utilize cooperative users to help with the uplink transmission in cognitive radio networks (CRNs). The challenge of this task is how to efficiently select appropriate CR relays for cooperative uplink transmission as the real-time requirement of video chat is very strong. In other works, the sender does not have enough time to look at all the candidate relays to select the best subset for the transmission. The sender has to do quick decisions on relay selection while guaranteeing the HD video transmission with a reasonable low cost. Therefore, our objective is to design an efficient relay selection method, which can support HD video chat with the lowest cost, and a load assignment method, which can optimally distribute the video data among the selected relays. Specifically, the major work and the contributions can be summarized as the following:
• Overall, we propose a scheme to support smartphone-based HD video chat without upgrading the user's internet service by utilizing the cooperative CR users' unlink resource. Simulations verify that our proposed scheme can successfully support 720P HD video chat.
• Intuitively, the selected relays can use more time to forward packets if the relay selection time can be reduced. According to the requirement of HD video transmission rate and the cooperative CR users' uplink rate, given a number of time slots, we analyze the relationship between the relay selection time and the relay forwarding time so that the requirement can be satisfied.
• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to formulate an optimal multiple stopping model to solve the problem of relay selection for supporting HD video chat via cooperative transmission. We derive the multiple optimal stopping rules by jointly considering the instantaneous reward (of selected relays) and the expected sum reward (of the unobserved candidate relays). The proposed selection method can select the relays, whose instantaneous reward is at least the same as the expected sum reward.
• Extensive simulations have been conducted to investigate the impact of the parameters on the performance of the proposed scheme.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The most related work is summarized in Section 2. The overview of H.264/SVC, the network model, and the adopted relaying framework are illustrated in Section 3. Section 4 introduces our optimal stopping policy-based cooperative relay selection scheme and the packets assignment algorithm. The results of the performance evaluation are reported in Section 5. The paper is concluded in Section 6.
Related work
In recent years, researchers have shown a great interest in HD video technology. Jansen, 2011 [3] studies video-conferencing system for home. Lu, et al. 2010 [4] studies and compares mechanisms and performance of the existing video conference systems. Mirta, et al. 2010 [5] introduces a HD video broadcasting scheme by using scalable video coding so that the devices under various network environments can obtain the video with different resolutions. All of these work are studied under ideal network situations. However, for smartphone users, their uplink rate is generally not enough for HD transmission.
Several current video coding standards such as H.264/AVC, Dirac, AVS China, and VC-1 are introduced in [6] . Schwarz, et al. 2012 [7] provides the comparison of the coding efficiency for these video coding standards. Schwarz, et al. 2007 [8] gives a detailed overview of the scalable video coding extension of the H.264/AVC standard. In our work, we consider H.264/SVC as the coding standard utilized by HD video chat app.
An overview of existing cooperative relaying selection schemes is provided in [9] . They require channel-related information from all the candidate relay nodes, which is inefficient when the number of candidate relays is large or the time for relay selection is limited [10] . For example, channel state information and SNR are required by the relay selection approaches proposed in [11, 12] , respectively. Moreover, [12] needs to compute the SNR thresholds for all candidate relays.
Jing, et al. 2013 [13] studies the relay selection problem in cognitive networks by applying optimal stopping theory. This approach does not look at the information from all the candidate relay nodes as it scans the candidate secondary user (SU) relays one by one and stops when a suitable relay is identified. As a result, this relay selection process is efficient for single relay selection. As a comparison, our work is the first one to apply optimal multiple stopping theory for multiple relay selection in cognitive radio networks, to our best knowledge. We design an optimal multiple stopping rule to find out the relays with good performance and within a short observation time.
Preliminaries

Overview of H.264/SVC
H.264/SVC standard, an extension of the H.264/AVC standard, is generally applied in HD video stream transmission. The speeds for 720P and 1,080P HD videos are 6 and 12 Mbps, respectively, according to [5] . An SVC video bit stream is essentially constructed with a base layer substream and more than one scalable enhancement layer sub-stream referring to different video layers. If part of the scalable stream is lost, the rest of the sub-stream forms a new valid bit stream with a certain bit-rate and reduced quality level which can be decoded by the target decoder. Hence, SVC can be applied in lossy transmission environments where graceful degradation of rate, format, and power adaptation exists. It is believed that H.264/SVC allows 20% packet loss in the network without affecting the quality [14] .
Compared to the bit stream derived by dropping packets, a sub-stream can tolerate a lower temporal resolution (lower frame rate), lower spatial resolution (smaller screen), or lower quality video signal, which are named by these three modalities of scalability: temporal scalability, spatial scalability, and quality scalability.
System model
We consider a simple time-slotted cooperative transmission model depicted in Figure 1 which consists of a pair of primary users and a number of secondary users. To implement a HD video chat, a primary user (PU) transmitter, denoted by P t , transmits its HD video stream to a primary user receiver, denoted by P r , with the assistance of multiple cooperative users, who are the secondary users (SUs). The n secondary users, represented by S i , i=1, 2, · · · , n, have the ability to help transmit packets for the primary users, which are called candidate relays. When P t needs to transmit packets to P r , m free secondary users, which have favorable channel condition, can be selected as relay nodes by the PU transmitter. The m It is assumed that the multiple cooperative relay selection is performed at each time slot. The duration of a time slot is T =
, where D hd represents the amount of the packets to be transmitted for HD video and R hd represents the required transmission rate for HD video.
As illustrated in Figure 2 , each time slot T is partitioned into three components T se , T sr , and T rd . Let τ be the time needed for observing a candidate relay. We assume that τ is identical for different SUs and for different time slots. Denoted by S = {s 1 , s 2 , · · · , s n } an observation order/sequence, which is a permutation of the SU candidate relays index set {1, 2, · · · , n}. At the beginning of a time slot, P t starts to observe the SU candidate relay nodes sequentially according to the observation sequence. If the reward of the kth observation satisfies a specific criterion, P t stops at the kth SU candidate relay node and then continues to observe candidate relay nodes for the following stops. The whole observation ends after P t stops m times.
T se represents the time of selecting relays in each time slot. After the cooperative relay selection process, P t transmits packets to relay node i in T i . The total time for transmission between PU transmitter and the relay nodes is denoted by T sr , which is the sum of T 1 , T 2 , · · · , T m . Then, the m cooperative relays forward the video stream packets to P r simultaneously in T rd .
From Figure 2 , we can see that:
T and T sr are given by:
where R sr represents the transmittion rate between the PU transmitter and the cooperative relay node. Then we can get: During T rd , the cooperative relays forward the video packets to the PU receiver simultaneously. When there are m relays forwarding packets, the estimated value of T rd is given by:
where R * rd denotes the expected rate of a relay node in a flat Rayleigh fading channel. Then, we can get the estimated observation time and the estimated size of observation sequence n below:
Obviously, the size of observation sequence should be larger than the number of cooperative relays. Since the condition that observation time T se is larger than zero should be satisfied, we estimate the value of m with a variable parameter K as:
There are two types of relaying techniques: decode and forward (DF) and amplify and forward (AF) [15, 16] . In DF, a relay node first decodes the encoded data from the source node and then recodes before forwarding it to the destination node [17] . Different from the DF technique, a relay node in AF simply amplifies the signal of the received packets and then delivers them [18, 19] . In this paper, we adopt AF to illustrate our designs.
This cooperative video stream transmission scheme can be divided into three steps: (i) the video source selects a group of cooperative users that have the independent Internet access and are willing to help; (ii) after encoding the video in H.264-SVC, the video source distributes the video frames to the cooperative users via CR channels; and (iii) the cooperative users forward the video frames to the destination via their own Internet access networks, then, the video destination can get the HD video after decoding it successfully. Undoubtedly, the whole process is transparent to the destination. The procedure of HD video transmission is depicted in Figure 3 .
Optimal multiple stopping policy
Problem formulation
In this paper, we formulate the cooperative transmission problem as multiple stopping problem in CRNs. In order to select m relays for cooperative transmissions, the PU transmitter observes multiple SU candidate relays one by one in an observation sequence. After contacting with a candidate relay, the PU decides whether to make a stop to select the current relay as a cooperative relay. The observation comes to the end if the PU finishes selecting m relays. When PU makes a decision, it considers the reward in the sum case. In other words, we assume the PU has selected l relays before observing ith relay, if PU selects the current relay, we can get a sum reward denoted by y i +V . If the sum reward with selecting the current relay is larger than the one without selecting the current relay, the PU makes a stop and vice versa. Therefore, the multiple relay selection problem can be further formulated as a sequential decision problem which can be solved by the optimal multiple stopping theory.
We first introduce a definition of multiple stopping theory in the sum case. We, then, formulate our cooperative relay selection problem as an optimal multiple stopping problem in the sum case.
Definition 1. A multiple stopping rule problem in the sum case is defined by two parts:
• A sequence of random variables, X 1 , X 2 , · · · , which have a known joint distribution
, where y j x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x j represents the instantaneous reward of jth relay, V m−l j represents the expected sum reward of m − l relays to be selected in the remaining candidate relays.
The objective is to find out the variables in the sequence such that the sum reward function is maximized.
In order to further investigate the channel quality in our cooperative relay selection problem, we assume that the underlying channel is a flat Rayleigh fading channel [20] , in which the instantaneous signal-to-interferenceplus-noise ratio (SNR) is received by the destination with an exponential distribution having a probability density function (PDF)
, where γ denotes the average SNR in the channel model. Then, we can model the Rayleigh fading channel as a finite state Markov chain (FSMC) as proposed in [6] . In the FSMC, we partition the SNR into U intervals and then divide SNR into a finitestate space. Thus, the SNR thresholds are denoted by ϒ = {γ 1 
, the channel of the SU candidate relay is said to be in state s u . When the PU pair observes the channel of the candidate relay, the probability of the SU being in state s u for the channel can be given by:
In our cooperative transmission problem, the achievable transmission rate is viewed as a metric for the channel quality in wireless communications. Let r k denote the achievable transmission rate between the PU pair and the SU candidate relay node k. According to the Shannon's theorem [21] , r k is calculated as follows:
where W denotes the bandwidth of the spectrum. Thus, the corresponding date rate can be denoted as R = {r 1 , r 2 , · · · , r U }. We can also model the transmission rate as a discrete random variable, which has a same distribution as the channel state:
The PU pair acquires the achievable transmission rate of the channel between itself and the SU candidate relay by executing the observation in relay selection. The process of observation is similar to the request-to-send (RTS)/clear-to-send (CTS) access mechanism designed for the 802.11 technique [22, 23] . At each observation step, the PU transmitter sends a RTS frame to the candidate relay. Upon receiving of a RTS frame, the candidate relay returns a CTS frame, which includes the information for calculating the achievable rate. We define that X k = R k is the valid transmission rate of the kth observation step. Then, the distribution of X k can be calculated as follows:
Then, we derive the instantaneous reward function denoted by Y k based on the valid transmission rate and two scaling factors. We denote e(k, l) as the scaling function if the PU pair stops at the kth observed candidate relay node with l selected relays:
where m also means the stopping times for the whole observation and l also means the times we have stopped. M is a variable parameter. From (12), we can see that e(k, l) is an increasing function of k and a decreasing function of l. In other words, a larger number of SU candidate relay nodes, which the PU transmitter has observed, means the lower efficiency of the cooperative relay selection process. More relays, which have been selected by the PU transmitter, means the less number of stops remains. As a result, the efficiency of the cooperative relay selection process becomes higher. Accordingly, the reward after the kth observation attempt with l stops is given by:
After deriving the reward function, we summarize the optimal multiple stopping problem in cooperative relay selection as follows: the PU pair receives the reward Y k after the kth observations, then the PU transmitter makes a decision on whether to make a stop at the current candidate relay. The PU transmitter finally stops the observation till m cooperative relays are all selected. Note that no recall is allowed since the channel quality is changing rapidly in cognitive radio networks due to the complicated conditions such as the mobility of the users.
Optimal multiple stopping rule
In this subsection, we solve the multiple stopping problems in the sum case by deriving the optimality equations. We also prove that the proposed rule is better than the random stopping rule, in which the PU stops m times randomly.
We denote F i as the probability distribution function of the instantaneous reward Y i after the ith observation. For the finite payoff reward sequence Y 1 , · · · , Y n that are independent and identically distributed as depicted in Section 4.1, the optimality equations can be stated as follows for the m-stopping problems. In case m = 1, a well-known recursive solution of stopping problem is defined by:
where V m i represents the expected sum reward of continue observing for m stopping times after ith observation and ∨ denotes the maximum. We need a version of this classical result for stopping times larger than a given stopping time C.
Proposition 1. Recursive solution of one-stopping problems.
(a) For any time point 0 ≤ k ≤ n − 1, the stopping time
is optimal in the sense that for any stopping time we have
(b) For any stopping time C, the stopping time
is optimal in the sense that for any stopping time T with C < T conditionally on {C < n} and C = T conditionally on C = n, we have
For m-stopping problems, the following variant of Proposition 1 will also be needed. Let C be a stopping time, let B be measurable with the same probability distribution with Y i and h be measurable with Eh (Y i , B) + < ∞.
We can also define recursively for b:
Then the stopping time:
is optimal in the sense that for any further stopping time T with C < T conditionally on C < n and C = T conditionally on C = n, we have:
The idea of solving m-stopping problem is based on the one for solving the one-stopping problem. The lth stopping time T l should be i, if the total expected reward by taking i as a stop is larger than the one, where i will not be a stop. We define the thresholds V m n−m+1 , V 0 i and V m i by:
From (26), we know that V m−1 i+1 and V m i+1 can be calculated by backwards induction. We compute V m i as follows:
where
Then, we can get the sum reward function:
where y i (x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x i ) denotes the instantaneous reward after the i th observation. It is optimal to stop if
. The related threshold stopping times are defined recursively for 1 ≤ m ≤ n, 0 ≤ k ≤ n − m by:
As in the one-stopping problem, it holds that {T m i (k)} are optimal stopping times.
Proposition 2. For multiple stopping problem in the sum case, {T m i (k)} are optimal m-stopping times in the sense that for all stopping times k
Proof 1. This proof is by induction in m. As depicted above, {Y i } are independent and identically distributed. In the case m = 1, we can get:
For the induction step m → m + 1, by induction hypothesis we obtain: Therefore, we propose the optimal multiple stopping rule in Algorithm 1. The PU observes an SU candidate relay node according to the observation sequence S and obtains an instantaneous reward y i after the ith observation (line 4). Then, the PU compares the sum reward z l i with the expected sum reward
This is maximized by choosing T 1 to be the optimal one-stopping time of the process (Y
, the PU continues to observe the next SU candidate relay. Otherwise, the PU pair makes a stop at the ith relay. When m cooperative relays are all selected, PU finishes the whole observation. Note that if the PU observes the (n − m + l)th candidate relay with having selected l cooperative relays, it has to select the rest of SU nodes as the cooperative relays for supporting the transmissions regardless of the value of the sum reward.
Algorithm 1
The optimal multiple stopping rule. 1: Construct the observation sequence S ={s 1 , s 2 , · · ·, s n }; 2: Decide the value of m according to the (7); 3: Let S a and l denote the set and the number of cooperative relay nodes that have been selected, S a ← ∅, l ← 0; 4: for i ← 1 to n − m do 5: if m − l = n − i + 1 then 6: Select S a {s i , s i+1 , · · · , s n } as the output; 7: Break; 8:
Compute the instantaneous reward y i given by (13) after obtaining the achievable transmission rate r i by observing the i th relay; 10: Compute the sum reward z l i given by (29).
11:
Compute the expected sum reward V end if 21: end if 22: end if 23 : end for
Video frames allocation algorithm
Since different cooperative relay nodes may have varied transmission rates, we target on maximizing the amount of transmission on each relay under certain rate limits. In this subsection, we intend to find an optimal video frames allocation algorithm by formulating it as 0-1 Knapsack problem.
The 0-1 Knapsack problem [24] is a subproblem of Knapsack problem, which is a problem in combinatorial optimization. We first give an brief definition of 0-1 Knapsack problem, which is employed in our allocation model.
Definition 2. The 0-1 Knapsack problem is defined as follows: given a set of items, each with a weigh and a value, determine the number (0 or 1) for each item to include in a collection, so that the total weight is less than or equal to a given limit, and the total value is maximized.
The PU video source encoder divides the video stream into a base sub-stream and M enhancement streams. Let
represents the amount of a specific video packet. We allocate the packets to the selected cooperative relays one by one according to the descending order of their transmission rates. For the ith cooperative relay s i , we denote set
as the set of the amount of packets that have not been allocated. We formulate the video frames allocated problem as follows. The PU selects m cooperative relays with the rate {r 1 , r 2 , · · · , r m } for forwarding packets to the PU receiver. Let A i , i = 1, 2, · · · , m, denote relay s i 'a available amount of transmissions, which is defined as the amount of packets that can be forwarded by s i . In T rd , the amount of packets, which relay s i can forward, is r i · T rd . Therefore, we obtain A i = r i · T rd . Then, we define an available transmission amount of vector
In our allocation model, we take
as the weigh and the value for items of base layer and enhancement layers. We regard set A = {A 1 , A 2 , · · · , A m } as the given limits depicted in Definition 2. In 0-1 Knapsack problem, the weigh and the limit should be integers, we, therefore, construct a corresponding integer sets
represents the integral function. Note that after the allocation for a relay, the set D i * changes regularly.
The objective of our video frames allocation is to determine the subset Q i ⊆ {1, 2, · · · , M i } such that:
subject to
From (38) and (39), we can see that there are only two choices for
we gain D i * k of transmission amount and the maximal amount that the relay can transmit from
To allocate packets for relay i, we first do the bottom-up computation using iteration by computing the table using (38) and (39) row by row as shown in Figure 4 .
The set Q i is derived by the process depicted in Algorithm 2, where T x,y represents the element in row x column y of the table. The video frames allocation algorithm which is based on the Knapsack problem is depicted in Algorithm 3. 
Algorithm 2 Deriving set
Break;
8:
Return to line 2; if D i * = ∅ then 5: for r ← 0 to A * i do 6: G(0, r) ← 0 ; 7: end for 8: for k ← 1 to M i do 9: G(k, 0) ← 0 ; 10: end for 11: Compute the bottom-up computation 
Performance evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our cooperative HD video transmission scheme by simulations. The video stream is divided into five parts: one base layer substream and four pieces of enhancement layer substream. It is assumed that the transmission rate r k of the kth SU candidate relay node does not change within one slot. We divide the finite-state space of SNR received by the receiver into U = 30 intervals. The bandwidth W is set to be 1 MHz. The rate of PU source is set to be the average rate of channel. The controlling factor M is set to be 10 6 . We set the transmission rate of 720P HD video as 6 Mbps. Each result reported in this section is the average of 100 instances.
To provide a deep insight into the feasibility of our cooperative HD video transmission scheme, we first make a comparison between our cooperative relay selection scheme and the random cooperative relay selection scheme. Then, we investigate the performance of our video frames allocation algorithm by comparing it with the random video frames allocation scheme. Moreover, we study the impact of the average SNR γ and the observation duration τ on the transmission performance.
The comparison with random schemes
In this subsection, we compare our cooperative relay selection scheme and video frames allocation algorithm with the corresponding random methods, respectively. We set the average SNR γ to be 30 dB, the time duration τ to be 3μs.
We change the transmission time T from 0.4 to 0.85 ms and investigate the available cooperative transmission rate and the realistic cooperative transmission rate of schemes. Figure 5 reports the performance comparison of our cooperative relay selection scheme and the random relay selection scheme. We can see that selecting cooperative relays via optimal multiple stopping rule can achieve higher available cooperative transmission rate than selecting relays randomly. With the increasing of HD video transmission time, the available cooperative transmission rate of our scheme increases linearly, while the available cooperative transmission rate of random cooperative relay selection is distributed irregularly. From the equations in Section 4.1, we can see that with a specific SNR γ , the number of candidate relays increases with T, which is explained in Section 5.2 in detail. So we have greater chance to find cooperative relays with good performance.
Then, we compare the proposed video frames assignment algorithm with the random allocation scheme. In this part, all the relay nodes are selected by our cooperative relay selection scheme. As Figure 6 shows, the realistic cooperative rate in the situation where applying the proposed video frames allocation is almost as same as the transmission rate for 720P HD video, which implies that our scheme can support HD video transmissions. We can also see that the realistic rate in the situation, where the packets are assigned randomly, is always lower than the transmission rate required by 720P HD video.
The impact of the parameter γ
In this subsection, we investigate the impact of the parameter γ on the number of nodes, available cooperative transmission rate, and realistic cooperative transmission rate under the situation, where the average SNR γ changes regularly. We set the observation duration τ to be 3μs. The transmission time T is set to be 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7ms. We set K = 10 in (7) when γ ≥ 22dB and K = 0 when γ < 22dB, respectively.
The relationship between γ with the the number of candidate relays and cooperative relays can be seen from Figure 7 . We can see that the lager the average SNR γ is, the less cooperative relays we need. According to the T(ms) The available cooperative rate(Mbps) optimal multiple stopping rule random relay selection analysis in Section 4.1, we can know that the observation time is decided by the number of cooperative relays and average SNR γ , but the number of cooperative relays has a larger impact on the observation time for all candidate relays. Therefore, when the number of cooperative relays decreases one, the number of candidate relays that is in proportion to observation time reduces greatly; when the number of cooperative relays remains unchanged, the number of candidate relays impacted by γ increases linearity.
Note that when γ is below 22 dB, the available transmission rate of candidate relays is low. As a result, we need to select more cooperative relays for cooperative transmissions. However, the number of candidate relays is less than the number of cooperative relays with the parameter K in (7) is set to be 0. Therefore, our proposed scheme is infeasible when the average SNR γ is low.
Form Figure 8 , we can see that the available cooperative transmission rate increases with rising average SNR. We know from Figure 7 that the higher average SNR results in the larger number of candidate relays when the number of cooperative relays remains unchanged. With the increasing number of candidate relays, the PU transmitter has higher probability to choice relays with better performance. Therefore, the available cooperative transmission rate increases. Similar results can be obtained in Figure 9 . With the increasing of γ , the realistic cooperative transmission rate increases at the beginning, then stays in a stable state that can satisfy the transmission rate for supporting 720P HD video. The average SNR(dB) The available cooperative rate(Mbps) T=0.5ms T=0.6ms T=0.7ms Figure 9 The realistic transmission amount vs. the parameter γ . The length of observation steps the average SNR 28(dB) the average SNR 29(dB) the average SNR 30(dB) Figure 10 The length of observation steps vs. time for one observation.
The impact of observation duration τ
In this subsection, we investigate the impact of observation duration τ on the length of observation steps and available cooperative transmission rate. We set the average SNR γ to be 28, 29, and 30 dB.
From Figure 10 , we can see that the length of observation steps decreases slowly with the observation duration τ increases regularly. In other words, a larger τ results in a smaller number of observation steps. This is because the value of τ represents the cost of observing one SU candidate relay, and the PU needs to stop observing as soon as possible to avoid generating a large cost. On the contrary, when the value of τ is small, the cost for observation is low, and the PU tends to observe more candidate relays to find better cooperative relays. We also can see that different γ impacts the length of observation. A larger γ results in a larger the number of candidate relays according to Figure 7 .
We can see from Figure 11 that the available cooperative transmission rate declines slowly with the increasing of the time duration for each observation τ . This relationship can be obtained from the analysis in Section 4.2. When τ increases, the expected sum reward decreases. The decrease of the performance of selected relays, therefore, leads to a lower available cooperative transmission rate. On the other hand, the cost increases with the τ 's increasing. Therefore, the available cooperative transmission rate declines. Similarly, different γ impacts the available transmission rate. This observation is consistent with the analysis in Section 5.2 for Figure 7 .
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose an optimal multiple stopping scheme to solve the problem of multiple cooperative relay selection for supporting smartphone-based HD video chat in CRNs. In the proposed scheme, the video source selects the candidate CR relays by following a proposed optimal multiple stopping rule to guarantee the success of HD video chat. The proposed scheme has been verified to be able to support 720P video chat via simulations. In the future, we will implement the proposed scheme on android smartphones.
